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Observation of ``neuron anomaly” γn→ηn at GRAAL
2002

Unexpected sharp rise of the ratio of
the cross sections of the neutron and on
the proton σn/σp at Eγ ≈ 1 GeV .
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2004
Narrow bump at W≈ 1.68 GeV γn→ηn
which is not seen in γp→ηp
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Narrow bump-like structure at W=1.68 GeV in quasi-free η
photoproduction on the neutron
γ + n→η + n

V.Kuznetsov et al.,
Phys. Lett. B647, 23,
2007(hep-ex/0606065)

CBELSA/TAPS, J.Jeagle
et al,
EPJA 47, 89 (2011)

F.Miyahara et al., Prog.
Theor. Phys. Suppl. 168,
90, 2007

Graal γn→ηn

Graal γp→ηp

N*(1685)?

Graal γn→γn

EPECUR πp→πp

CBELSA/TAPS γn→ηn

Mainz γn→ηn
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LNS-Sendai γn→ηn
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New N*(1685) resonance?

Unusual properties: Narrow (Г<25 MeV, strong photoexcitation on
the neutron, suppressed decay to πN etc .)

N0(1685)

N+(1685)

If confirmed, could be a
candidate for the second
member of the exotic
antidecuplet (non-strange
pentaquarks).

However, there are
other possible
explanations!

Interpretations:
Narrow resonance: Number of publications…….
• Intermediate sub-threshold KΣ and production (cusp effect)
M.Doring, K. Nakayama, PLB683, 145 (2010), nucl-th/0909.3538

Only one model-dependent calculation, there are open questions:
Could it be seen in both eta photoproduction and Compton scattering?
If yes, why it is not seen in π0 photoproduction?

Specific interference of known wide resonances (?????)

V. Shklyar, H. Lenske , U. Mosel , PLB650 (2007) 172 (Giessen group):
A. Anisovich et al. EPJA 41, 13 (2009), hep-ph/0809.3340 (BonnGatchina group); and some others...
Strongly challenged by the results on Compton scattering on the neutron.
Unlikely the interference of wide resonances can generate a narrow peak in
eta photoproduction, which is governed by isospin-1/2 resonances,
simultaneously genenerate the same peak in Compton scattering, which is
governed by isospin-1/2 and isospin-3/2 resonances, and generate neither
of peak in pion photoproduction on the neutron, which is governed by the
same resonances as Compton scattering.

More puzzle:Two narrow resonances or two cusps?
Recent observations of structures at W~1.68 and W~1.72 GeV in Compton
scattering off the proton at GRAAL,
in γn→ηn by the A2@MamiC and CBELSA/TAPS Collaborations, and in
πp→πp by the EPECUR Collaborations.
GRAAL

KΣ

A2@MaMiC

EPECUR

ωp

V.Kuznetsov et al., Phys.Rev.
C91 (2015) no.4, 042201

D.Wertmuller et al.,
PRC 92, 069801(2015)

A.Gridnev et al., Accepter
For PRC; Talk of N.Kozlenko

Favors cusp and is one more challenge for the assumption on the
interference of known resonances.

The decisive identification of observed
structures requires more data

Search for N* resonances in
γp → π0ηp
γp → π-ηn
γd → π+ηn(p)
γd → π0ηp(n)
γ

π

η

?
N*
N

N

Goal: To preferable
select γN→πN*
events; to look for
signal of possible
N*(1685).

The results shown below are still Preliminary!

Search for N*(1685) resonances in
γp → π0ηp
γp → π-ηn
γd → π+ηn(p)
γd → π0ηp(n)

The results shown below are still Preliminary!

Data analysis: (plots correspond to γp → π0ηp (as an
example) )
-All final-state particles detected
- Selection of η→2γ and π0→2γ by means of invariant mass of

two corresponding photons;
- Cuts on the proton and η missing masses;
- Energy conservation;
- Cuts on coplanarities of π-(ηN) , η-(πN), (πη)-N;
- Cuts on the difference between corresponding missing and
invariant masses MM(γ,π) vs IM(ηN), MM(γ,η) vs IM(πN) and
MM(γ,N) vs IM(πη);

Spectra of η→2γ Invariant Mass before and after cuts

φ Distributions for vertical beam polarization
π0 – (ηp)

η - (π0p)

p –(π0η)
0.9 – 1.3 GeV

Dominance of γp→π0 R(ηp)
below 1.4 GeV
1.3 – 1.4 GeV

Contamination of γp→ηΔ+ above
1.4 GeV
1.4 – 1.5 GeV
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Comparison with the previous publication from CBELSA/TAPS

(ηp) Invariant Mass vs (πp) Invariant Mass

0.9 – 1.2 GeV

1.2 – 1.3 GeV

IM(ηp) vs IM(πp)

IM(ηp) vs IM(πp)

1.4 – 1.5 GeV

Region above
the threshold
of
γp→πN(1685)

1.3 – 1.4 GeV
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IM(ηp) vs IM(πp)

IM(ηp) vs IM(πp)
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Observation of narrow peaks (possible N+(1685) and N0(1685)
resonances) in γN→πηN reactions

Conclusions
- Narrow peaks at M~1.68 GeV are observed in (ηp) and (ηn) spectra
- This observation is one more challenge for the interpretation of
narrow structure in γn→ηn at W~1.68 GeV in terms of interference of
known resonances;
- It is unclear whether KΣ cusp can generate peaks in both formation
(γn→ηn, γn→γn) and production (γN→πηN) reactions;
- This observation, being considered in conjunction with the previous
data, support the existence of new narrow isospin ½ resonance with
unusual properties, namely narrow width (Г<25 MeV), strong
photoexcitation on the neutron, and suppressed decay to πN final state.
-Final conclusion requires, in particular, the decisive identification of
the second resonant structure at W~1.72 GeV;

Need for contribution from theory!

Thank you!

Prediction for an anomaly near W~1.685 Gev
M.Polyakov and A.Rathke
``On photoexcitation of baryon
antidecuplet”
Hep-ph/0303138; Eur.Phys.J. A18, 691695(2003)
``…qualitative feature (of the second member of the antidecuplet, the P11) …
dominance of photoexcitation from the neutron target”.
``…antidecuplet ``friendly” photoreactions…
+
γn→K Λ, γn→ηn, γn→γn
In these channels the antidecuplet part of the nucleon resonances should be
especially enhanced, whereas in the analogous channels with the proton target the
anti-10 component is relatively suppressed….”

Helicity amplitudes for pseudoscalar meson photoproduction
γN->MN and the role of polarization observables
Photon polarization: Σ=(σ║-σ┴)/(σ║+σ┴) ;

Target polarization: T=(σ║-σ┴)/(σ║+σ┴);
Reaction plane: P=(σ║-σ┴)/(σ║+σ┴)
Helicity amplitudes :
H↑↑

σ ~ |H↑↑|2+|H↓↓|2+|H↓↑|2+|H↑↓|2
S-P interference

N*

H↑↓
S11(1535)

H↓↑

Σ~ Re{H↑↑H*↓↓-H↑↓H*↓↑}

T ~Im{H↑↓H*↑↑+H↓↓H*↓↑}
P ~-Im{H↑↑H*↓↑+H↑↓H*↓↓}

Any weakly photoexcited N* resonance may not
be seen in the η cross section, but may appear
in polarization observables through its
H↓↓
interference with S11(1535)

Interference of known wide resonances ??????????????
Latest example

A. Sarantsev, Proc. 10th Int. Workshop on the Physics of Excited Nucleons (NSTAR2015),
JPS Conf. Proc. , 010005 (2016)
©2016 The Physical Society of Japan
http://doi.org/10.7566/JPSCP.10.010005

``…the analysis of new data (from A2@MaMiC)
showed a preferable solution with the
interference inside the S11 partial waves… “
The same data in another scale
D.Wertmuller et al., PRC 92,
069801(2015)

Can BoGa group
reproduce both
structures in
terms of
interference of
known wide
resonances?

Comments on the interpretation of neutron anomaly in
terms of the specific interference of well-known
resonances.

V.Kuznetsov et al., Phys.Rev.
C83 (2011) 022201

One major challenge for this interpretation is
the observation of a narrow enhancement at
W~1.68 GeV in Compton scattering on the
neutron (γn→γn),

In accordance with (corrected) calculations by A. Anisovich et al., the total cross-section of
N*(1685) should be 10-25 nb. Therefore, if N*(1685) does exist, its peak should be clearly
seen in the Compton cross-section on the neutron.

The observation of the peak in Comtpon scattering on the neutron is in fact refutes
the explanation of the neutrons anomaly in terms of interference phenomena. This
interference cannot generate a peak in eta photoproduction, which is governed by
isospin-1/2 resonances, simultaneously genenerate the same peak in Compton
scattering, which is governed by isospin-1/2 and isospin-3/2 resonances, and
generate neither of peak in pion photoproduction on the neutron, which is governed by
the same resonances as Compton scattering.

Helicity amplitudes for pseudoscalar meson photoproduction
γN->MN and the role of polarization observables
Photon polarization: Σ=(σ║-σ┴)/(σ║+σ┴) ;

Target polarization: T=(σ║-σ┴)/(σ║+σ┴);
Reaction plane: P=(σ║-σ┴)/(σ║+σ┴)
Helicity amplitudes :
H↑↑

σ ~ |H↑↑|2+|H↓↓|2+|H↓↑|2+|H↑↓|2
S-P interference

N*

H↑↓
S11(1535)

H↓↑

Σ~ Re{H↑↑H*↓↓-H↑↓H*↓↑}

T ~Im{H↑↓H*↑↑+H↓↓H*↓↑}
P ~-Im{H↑↑H*↓↑+H↑↓H*↓↓}

Any weakly photoexcited N* resonance may not
be seen in the η cross section, but may appear
in polarization observables through its
H↓↓
interference with S11(1535)

Hint for Quantum numbers:
Recoil polarization in γp→π+ηn

SAID PWA
R.Arndt, Ya.Azimov, M.Polyakov, I.Strakovsky, R.Workman
+
``Nonstrange and other flavor partners of the exotic θ
baryon”
Phys.Rev. C69 (2004) 035208
Nucl-th/0312126;
+
`` … given our present knowledge of the θ , the state commonly
known as the N(1710) is not the appropriate candidate to be a
member of the antidecuplet. Instead we suggest candidates with
nearby masses, N(1680) (more promising) and/or N(1730) (less
promising, but not excluded). Our analysis suggests that the
appropriate state should be rather narrow and very inelastic…”

Data with fine energy binning

Cusp effect: open questions
Real width is essentially
more narrow
γ

η

K

N

η

K

Σ
γ

Σ

N

Unlikely can be seen in
Compton scattering

Why it is not seen in π0 photoproduction on
the neutron and on the proton while it is seen
in π- p→π- p ?
Why there is no similar peak corresponding to
the virtual KΛ ?

Properties of tentative N(1685)
- M=1685±10 MeV

Expected properties of the
second member of the χQM
antidecuplet [10,1/2-]

- Γ≤30 MeV
- Isospin ½
- S=0

- Strong photoexcitation on the
neutron and suppressed (~100
times) photoexcitation on the
proton
-Suppressed decay to πN final
state

- M= 1650 – 1690 MeV
- Γ≤30 MeV
- Isospin ½
- S=0
- Strong photoexcitation on
the neutron and suppressed
(~100 times) photoexcitation
on the proton
- Quantum numbers P11

Yield of γN→ηN: Data and MC
Soft
cuts

Tight
cuts

Quasi-free neutron

Quasi-free proton

~4.6 σ

Comments on O.Bartalini et al. (by the GRAAL
Collaboration (?)) ``Measurement of eta
photoproduction on the proton from threshold to 1500
MeV”, Nucl-ex:0707.1385.
Data analysis has been performed by A.Lleres, LPSC
Grenoble.

Authors claimed no evidence for a narrow N(1670) state in
beam asymmetry and cross section data for eta
photoproduction on the proton.
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V.Kuznetsov, NNR Workshop,
June 8 - 10 2009, Edingburgh
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Comparison of O.Bartalini et al.(black circles) with the old GRAAL
publication V.Kuznetsov, πN News Letters, 16, 160(2002) (open circles)
(angular dependences)
Despite the triple
increase of statistics,
new data are less
accurate at forward
angles! The reason is
that events in which one
of the photons from
η→2γ decay is
detected in the forward
wall, are excluded from
data analysis.
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V.Kuznetsov, NNR Workshop,
June 8 - 10 2009, Edingburgh

γp→ηp Yield for different types
30
of events

Comparison of O.Bartalini et al.
(open circles) and our results
(black circles). Main difference
is at 103/116 deg.

The same dip structure at 103
deg!
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Comparison wilh preliminary results done by A.Lleres
(A.Lleres, private communication (E-mail from Feb 5,
2007)).
V.Kuznetsov, NNR Workshop,
31
June 8 - 10 2009, Edingburgh

